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Abstract16

Traditional approaches of using dispersion curves for S-wave velocity reconstruction have17

limitations, principally, the 1D layered model assumption and the automatic/manual pick-18

ing of dispersion curves. At the same time, conventional full-waveform inversion (FWI)19

can easily converge to a non-global minimum when applied directly to complicated sur-20

face waves. Alternatively, the recently introduced wave equation dispersion spectrum in-21

version method can avoid these limitations, by applying the adjoint state method on the22

dispersion spectra of the observed and predicted data and utilizing the local-similarity23

objective function to depress cycle skipping. We apply the wave equation dispersion spec-24

trum inversion to three real data sets of different scales: tens of meters scale active-source25

data for estimating shallow targets, tens of kilometers scale ambient-noise data for reser-26

voir characterization and a continental-scale seismic array data for imaging the crust and27

uppermost mantle. We use these three open datasets from exploration to crustal scale28

seismology to demonstrate the effectiveness of the inversion method. The dispersion spec-29

trum inversion method adapts well to the different-scale data without the special tun-30

ing. The main benefits of the proposed method over traditional methods are that 1) it31

can handle lateral variations; 2) it avoids direct picking dispersion curves; 3) it utilizes32

both the fundamental- and higher-modes of Rayleigh waves, and 4) the inversion can be33

solved using gradient-based local optimizations. Compared to the conventional 1D in-34

version, the dispersion spectrum inversion requires more computational cost since it re-35

quires solving the 2D/3D elastic wave equation in each iteration. A good match between36

the observed and predicted dispersion spectra also leads to a reasonably good match be-37

tween the observed and predicted waveforms, though the inversion does not aim to match38

the waveforms.39

1 Introduction40

Rayleigh waves recorded in land seismic surveys, are usually taken as noise and re-41

moved in reflection seismic processing. However, these strong coherent arrivals provide42

high-quality signals for S-wave velocity estimation in the upper tens of meters to tens43

of kilometers of the Earth (Xia et al., 1999; Shapiro et al., 2005; Gu et al., 2005; Lin et44

al., 2008; Tape et al., 2010; Strobbia et al., 2011; Nakata et al., 2011; Saygin & Kennett,45

2012; Fang et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2019; J. Wang et al., 2020; Tromp, 2020). The con-46

ventional inversion of dispersion curves is based on the 1D layered model assumption (Park47
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et al., 1999; Xia et al., 2003; Socco et al., 2010; Saygin & Kennett, 2012; Çubuk-Sabuncu48

et al., 2017; Foti et al., 2018; Shragge et al., 2019), where the inverted results are lim-49

ited to 1D models, corresponding to some average of the velocity centered beneath a spa-50

tial point. The interpolation of 1D profiles reconstructs a pseudo 2D or 3D S-wave ve-51

locity model. The wave equation dispersion curve inversion method takes the lateral het-52

erogeneity into consideration but still requires picking dispersion curves in inversion (Zhang53

et al., 2015, 2016; J. Li et al., 2018). The picking of such dispersion curves either auto-54

matically or manually not only introduces uncertainty, but is also labor intensive (Cheng55

et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2020). Zhang and Alkhalifah (2019b) introduced a new wave equa-56

tion dispersion spectrum inversion algorithm, which utilizes the dispersion spectra (e.g.,57

phase velocity versus frequency) as the input data and does not require dispersion curves58

to be picked. The fundamental- and higher-modes are utilized naturally in the S-wave59

velocity estimation, where the utilization of higher-modes reduces the non-uniqueness60

associated with using the fundamental mode only (Beaty et al., 2002; Xia et al., 2003;61

Mi et al., 2018).62

The wave equation dispersion spectrum inversion method essentially compares the63

predicted and observed data in the frequency-velocity (f-v) domain. The primary advan-64

tage of the f-v domain is that it extracts the important dispersion features and at the65

same time reduces the inherent complexity of waveforms, which is a form of data skele-66

tonization (Zhang et al., 2015, 2016). In comparison to the frequency-wavenumber (f-67

k) domain representation (Solano et al., 2013), the f-v spectrum enlarges the details of68

the dispersion (Foti et al., 2018). In the f-v domain, we can set the desired phase veloc-69

ities to a physically reasonable range, and thus, better represent the dispersion features.70

Various other representations of the spectra such as the frequency-slowness spectrum or71

other transformations are also useful (Boore & Asten, 2008; Zheng & Hu, 2017; Z. Li &72

Chen, 2020). There are also full-waveform inversion approaches that aim to minimize73

the waveform difference either using the raw common-shot-gathers or the modified ones,74

for example, their envelopes (Yuan et al., 2015; Masoni et al., 2016; Borisov et al., 2018;75

Yi et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2019; Y. Wang et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019). However, the76

accurate modeling of waveforms requires considering the complete physics of wave prop-77

agation, which is often complex and computationally intensive. Even if we ignore the wave-78

form errors caused by incomplete physics, the L2 norm-based objective functions may79

have more than one local minimum when the difference between the initially predicted80
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and observed data is larger than a half cycle (Virieux & Operto, 2009). The local-similarity81

(i.e., local crosscorrelation) based objective function can be a replacement for the con-82

ventionally used L2 norm one, especially for field data applications (Zhang & Alkhal-83

ifah, 2019a). It aims to maximize the similarity between the predicted and observed f-84

v spectra and is less sensitive to the magnitude difference of the spectra (Zhang & Alkhal-85

ifah, 2019b; Zhang et al., 2020). Similar to the non-zero lag crosscorrelation, the local86

similarity measurement also has an additional degree of freedom in the frequency axis.87

The extended observed spectrum helps to match the dispersion modes that are far away88

from each other and allows the use of kinematically-poor initial models. When higher-89

modes exist, a local crosscorrelation can suppress the crosstalk between neighboring modes90

more effectively than the global crosscorrelation (Choi & Alkhalifah, 2012).91

In this paper, we apply the wave equation dispersion spectrum inversion method92

to three different acquisitions. The first example uses coarsely sampled active-source data93

from the Mirandola site of the InterPACIFIC Project (Garofalo et al., 2016b). The lim-94

ited aperture and the high-frequency signals cause the reconstruction depth to be lim-95

ited to the topmost 30 meters. The second example uses continuous ambient-noise data96

recorded at a large-N array with over 3000 recorders in Harvey, south-west Western Aus-97

tralia, where the Indian Ocean waves serve as a primary source of energy for the acqui-98

sition and provide a directional preference (Shragge et al., 2019, 2021). A continental-99

scale application using data from the Transportable Array (TA) of the US is also pro-100

vided as an example of investigating the S-wave velocity in the crust. We use the same101

inversion workflow for these different data. A similarity-weighted stacking for interfer-102

ometry is performed to increase the shot sampling of the active-source data and extract103

the empirical Green’s function for the ambient-noise data. One potential limitation of104

the method is that obtaining reliable S-wave velocity estimates at different depths de-105

pends on the presence of surface waves sensitive to those depths.106

2 Methods107

There are two considerations in mitigating the cycle skipping issues faced by full-108

waveform inversion (FWI): The type of the data and how to measure their difference.109

The conventional FWI uses waveform data and an L2 measure of difference. However,110

the biggest challenge comes from solving real problems, especially for land data appli-111

cations. For example, surface waves are too oscillatory to avoid cycle-skippings in wave-112
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form comparison (L2 norm). Inspired by the success of Multichannel Analysis of Sur-113

face Waves (MASW) applications over the decades, we use the f-v spectrum instead of114

the waveforms as our data. We measure the local-similarity between the predicted and115

observed spectra in the iterations of model updates. The input data are the measured116

dispersion spectra (i,e., the f-v spectra), where people used to pick the dispersion curves117

manually. The proposed objective function aims to match the slopes of arrivals, and it118

is insensitive to the polarity difference. We refer readers to two related publications for119

more details (Zhang & Alkhalifah, 2019a, 2019b).120

We review the methodology of wave equation dispersion spectrum inversion as in-121

troduced by Zhang and Alkhalifah (2019b) in the Appendix. Here, we summarize the122

method of the inversion in Figure 1. The workflow is similar to those widely used in con-123

ventional full-waveform inversion except with a different objective function, a local-similarity124

measurement of the predicted and observed f-v spectra (equation A-2). We use a similarity-125

weighted stacking of randomly selected short-time duration windows to generate virtual126

common-shot-gathers (Zhang et al., 2020). The coarsely sampled active-source data (Mi-127

randola example) and the recorded ambient-noise data (SW HUB example and USAr-128

ray example) are inputs for the interferometric processing. We also convolve the inter-129

ferometric Green’s functions with a known source wavelet (Yoon et al., 2012) and do a130

3D-to-2D phase correction (Pica et al., 1990) to avoid the source wavelet estimation and131

adopt a 2D rather than 3D inversion. After data preprocessing, we first transform the132

common-shot-gathers (t-x domain) to the frequency domain (f-x domain) and calculate133

their f-v spectra using the linear Radon transform (equation A-4). We use f-v spectra134

as observed and predicted data in the inversion instead of waveforms. By maximizing135

the local similarity between the predicted and observed data, we obtain the optimal model136

estimation for the subsurface. In this way, we do not need to pick dispersion curves from137

the spectrum (either f-k or f-v spectrum). In practice, we reformulate the maximization138

problem as a minimization problem and derive the adjoint source (equation A-7) using139

the adjoint-state method. The observed f-v spectrum can be used as a preconditioner140

to stabilize the inversion in the case of Ill-posedness. The initial shear wave velocity is141

updated iteratively using the Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (l-BFGS)142

algorithm (equation A-9). As a quasi-Newton method, the l-BFGS algorithm converges143

fast but requires accurate gradients to approximate the Hessian in the first few iterations.144

The local-similarity measurements can fulfill this requirement.145
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Figure 1. An illustration depicting the workflow of the wave-equation dispersion spectrum

inversion. The workflow is similar to those widely used in conventional full-waveform inver-

sion except for a different objective function. A 2D S-wave velocity model is updated using the

adjoint-state method. The inversion converges when the predicted and observed f-v spectra are

close to each other in a local-similarity sense.
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3 The Mirandola site data example146

We first test our method on the Mirandola site data collected in Italy (N44.8774642◦147

and E11.0627151◦, Figure 2), part of the InterPACIFIC project (Garofalo et al., 2016b,148

2016a). We choose the active-source data acquired with 1 m receiver sampling. There149

are nine hammer sources and 48 receivers in a straight line. Every two receivers are used150

as virtual sources, generating 24 virtual common-shot-gathers used for S-wave velocity151

estimation. The interferometry enhances the arrivals that have overlapping wave paths,152

i.e., direct P-waves and Rayleigh waves. We also apply a time gain to further enhance153

the Rayleigh waves and suppress the near-field effects (Foti et al., 2018). We use the ap-154

parent velocity from common-shot-gathers and the phase velocity from their dispersion155

spectra to get the initial estimates to the S-wave velocity. High-frequency Rayleigh waves156

travel in the shallow, whose phase-velocity is used as the lower bound for the initial guess157

of the S-wave velocity. Low-frequency Rayleigh waves penetrate deep, whose phase-velocity158

is used as the upper bound for the initial S-wave velocity model. As shown in Figure 3a,159

the initial model is linearly increasing from 100 m/s to about 320 m/s. Notice that the160

upper limit of S-wave velocity used in our initial model is larger than the one observed161

from the dispersion spectrum (Figure 4b). Similar to a conventional FWI, 24 shots are162

used simultaneously to calculate the gradient using the adjoint-state method. After a163

number of iterative updates, the inversion converges and admits a 2D S-wave velocity164

model as shown in Figure 3b. We convolved the virtual shot gathers (computed from the165

interferometry) with a known wavelet, which has a peak frequency of 14 Hz. An exam-166

ple of the first common-shot-gather (CSG) and the corresponding dispersion spectrum167

are shown in Figures 4a & 4b, respectively. A strong fundamental-mode marked with168

a dashed pink contour can be seen from the dispersion spectrum. From Figures 4a & 4b,169

we find the minimum and maximum phase velocities of the surface waves are about 100170

m/s and 220 m/s, respectively. We then use the first common-shot-gather, its disper-171

sion spectrum, and a nearby borehole measurement to validate the inverted result. The172

predicted CSG and its spectrum calculated from the initial velocity model are plotted173

in Figures 4c & 4d, respectively. The difference between the observed and predicted spec-174

tra illustrate the inaccuracy of the initial model. The predicted CSG (not used in the175

inversion) and its spectrum calculated from the inverted velocity model are plotted in176

Figures 4e & 4f, respectively. Both the CSG and the dispersion spectrum improved af-177

ter the inversion. The inverted S-wave velocity (stack over x) shows a reasonable agree-178
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ment with that measured from the nearby down hole and some existing geology knowl-179

edge (Garofalo et al., 2016a) as shown in Figure 5. Our inverted 2D model is also com-180

parable with the 1D models that have been determined by 14 different teams of expert181

users (Garofalo et al., 2016b). Previous studies noted that by having a limited frequency182

range, the inverted result is only sensitive to certain depths, i.e., about one third of the183

wavelength (Rix, 1995). The deepest depth that Rayleigh waves can penetrate in this184

case is about 20 m. We also notice a discrepancy between the inverted model and the185

borehole measurement at the shallow depth (less than 5 m). Seismic data may provide186

more accurate velocity information than borehole data in such shallow depth. The in-187

verted low velocities in the shallow are in agreement with those obtained by the other188

teams of the project (Garofalo et al., 2016b). The updates on the two sides of the model189

are limited due to the poor illumination, which are also known as the boundary effects.190

4 SW Hub Carbon Storage Project191

Our other example is from a Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) site located in192

south-west region of Western Australia, as shown in Figure 6. The 3D large-N array sur-193

vey recorded ambient noise for several days. The Indian Ocean acts as the primary source,194

and thus, the arrivals have a directional preference (Shragge et al., 2019). We selected195

three straight lines that are perpendicular to the coast marked with the red bullets (Fig-196

ure 6) and performed the wave equation dispersion spectrum inversion for each line in-197

dependently. These lines are distributed in north, middle and south of the 3D survey (close198

to wells, though we have only one well available for now). Also, these lines have simi-199

lar offsets and few station gaps. The station gaps can generate some mis-statcking when200

the initial model is quite different from the observed one. The spatial distance between201

neighboring stations is in average approximately 50 m, with largest separation of over202

200 m distance. We extracted the empirical Green’s functions from the three-day con-203

tinuous noise data using the similarity-weighted stacking method of Zhang et al. (2020).204

All stations act as virtual sources in the inversion. An example calculated CSG and the205

corresponding spectra are plotted in Figure 7. The dominant frequency of the pre-processed206

CSGs is approximately 1 Hz (Figure 7a), with slightly different frequency ranges for dif-207

ferent lines (about 0.5-2.5 Hz). Different from our first example, there is a clear indica-208

tion of the multi-mode Rayleigh wave propagation as visible in the observed dispersion209

spectra (Figure 7b). Similarly to the Mirandola site example, the initial model used for210
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Figure 2. The Mirandola site (N44.8774642◦ and E11.0627151◦). The acquisition line is

about 50 meters long and there are two boreholes available nearby.
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Figure 3. S-wave velocities: a) the initial velocity and b) the inverted one. The initial ve-

locity is a 1D linear-gradient, whose lower and upper boundaries are roughly determined by the

observed dispersion spectrum (Figure 4b).

these inversions was a 1D linearly increasing one (not shown here). Figure 8 shows ex-211

ample CSGs and their dispersion spectra calculated from the initial model. There are212

apparent differences between the predicted and observed spectra. These initially predicted213

spectra are also slightly different from each other due to the different geometries for the214

three lines. By minimizing the difference between the predicted and observed spectra,215

we have the optimal estimates to the subsurface as shown in Figure 9. While the three216

lines have been inverted independently, there is a general agreement in the resulting struc-217

tures. A 200-m thick low-velocity layer that corresponds to the Leederville formation is218

recovered in these three lines. A dome-like structure between 2-4 km is also uncovered219

in each north (N), middle (M), and south (S) image of Figure 9. We also compare one220

profile from the north line with that measured from the Harvey-1 well in Figure 10. Though221

of a lower resolution, the inverted velocity is closer to the reference profile compared with222

the initial one. After the inversion, we obtain the reproduced CSGs and their dispersion223

spectra in Figure 11. The reproduced dispersion spectra shows a good agreement with224

the observed ones, where the fundamental modes are more successfully recovered than225

the weaker higher-modes. There are amplitude differences between the finally-predicted226

and observed spectra since the local-crosscorrelation objective function is only sensitive227

to curvature (phase) difference. We believe the ignorance of amplitudes difference can228

stabilize the inversion for field data since the amplitudes are affected by many factors229

(e.g., attenuation, random noise, and coupling of stations) that we did not consider. At230

the same time, the curvatures of the dispersion modes are well recovered, which retains231
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Figure 4. Examples of common-shot-gathers and their dispersion spectra (the first shot out

of 24 shots): the observed (a, b), the initial prediction (c, d) and the final prediction (e, f). The

dashed lines and contours are reference slopes and modes in the observed data, respectively. No-

tice that there is about a half-wavelength difference between the initially predicted and observed

shot gathers (not used directly in the inversion). The predicted mode also has differences with

the reference one (marked by the dashed curve). Both common-shot-gathers and their dispersion

spectra got improved in matching the observed ones after inversion.
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Figure 5. Comparison with the invasive measurement from a borehole nearby. The inverted
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the area.
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Figure 6. Geometry map of the 3D large-N array survey in Western Australia. The stations

are quite close to the western coast of Australia. The red bullets mark the three lines used for

inversion. The red flags indicate the starting position of each line. A vertical profile located at

the red triangle is compared with that obtained from a zero-offset VSP at Harvey-1 well (about

2.5 km away). We did not pick the location that is closest to the well because of the poor illumi-

nation at edges. The Indian Ocean acts as the primary source of the ambient noise, and thus, the

recorded ambient-noise has a directional preference (parallel to the selected lines).

the dispersion information of Rayleigh waves. We also plot the predicted and observed232

CSGs for comparison, as shown in Figure 12. Although the proposed method does not233

aim to match the waveforms, the reproduced waveforms from the inverted models are234

reasonably close to those of the observed data. An interesting observation is that the first235

arrivals have opposite polarities (peaks match valleys). The empirical Green’s functions236

calculated using the interferometry theory lost the polarity information, while the sim-237

ulated data preserved the polarity change. The inverted velocities can be further refined238

by matching the waveforms, i.e., the full-waveform inversion since the proposed method239

provides reasonably good initial models for full-waveform inversion.240
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Figure 7. Example calculated CSGs and their dispersion spectra of the lines located in the

north, middle, and south of the area (N, M and S), respectively. Notice that the offsets are

slightly different for the three lines. There are also station gaps observable in the north and

middle lines. The dispersion spectra have some level of agreement but also have differences as

expected. The dashed pink curves mark the observed modes.
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Figure 8. Example predicted common-shot-gathers and their dispersion spectra from the

initial model. Notice that the predicted spectra are quite different from those observed (marked

with the dashed contours).
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Figure 10. The S-wave velocity profile comparison. The reference S-wave velocity is calcu-

lated by picking the S-wave travel time from the zero-offset VSP data of the Harvey-1 well. The

inverted S-wave velocity profile is about 2.5 km away from the well (marked by the red triangles

in Figures 6 and 9). The final inverted S-wave velocity has macro updates from the 1D initial

model.
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Figure 11. Examples of predicted common-shot-gathers and their dispersion spectra using the

inverted model. Notice that the predicted spectra are quite close to those observed (marked with

the dashed contours). The higher-modes are reconstructed with accurate curvatures but different

amplitudes.
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Figure 12. Waveform comparison. Blue curves correspond to the observed waveform data,

and the red ones correspond to the predicted waveform data from the initial and the inverted

S-wave velocity (left and right panel, respectively). The dashed lines mark the arrival-time cor-

rection. The black arrows point to some early arrivals that have flipped polarities.
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5 USArray TA data241

The last example is from a subset of the USArray Transportable Array (TA) sta-242

tions, a continental-scale seismic observatory. We use the ambient noise cross-correlations243

from the M05C-M22A line based on the database of empirical Green’s functions (EGFs)244

of the Western US (IRIS, 2012). A total of 18 virtual shots are used in the inversion. Not245

all the stations are active for a single virtual shot. The limited span of acquisition (∼246

1200 km) and relatively mild variation of topography allow us to use a regular finite-difference247

scheme for wavefield extrapolation. Figure 13 shows the study area and the coverage of248

stations. We conducted independent inversions of six different lines, but we only focus249

on the M05C-M22A line for its simple topography. We follow the same steps as in the250

two previous examples, including a similar-weighted stacking of the EGFs, data phase251

correction and the dispersion spectrum inversion. The measurement periods of the ob-252

served data are between 15 ∼ 50 seconds and the effective inversion depths are about253

1/3 ∼ 1/2 of the wavelength of Rayleigh waves (Rix, 1995). The averaged (over vir-254

tual shots) maximum offset (∼ 900 km) guarantees the observation of enough cycles (>255

5) of Rayleigh waves for a reliable measurement of their dispersion (Foti et al., 2018).256

We start with a smoothed version of the PREM Earth model (Dziewonski & Anderson,257

1981) as shown in Figure 14a. The inverted S-wave velocity (Figure 14b) reconstruct the258

high-velocity contrasts between the crust and uppermost mantle by fitting the measured259

dispersion spectra. Compared with the reference model (Figure 14c) from Shen and Ritz-260

woller (2016), we deduce that the Moho depths are in agreement with tolerance. Mean-261

while, the average inverted velocities are reasonably close the results of Shen and Ritz-262

woller (2016). A low-velocity zone centered at 111◦W in the crust is observed. The left263

(112◦W ) boundary of the low velocity region corresponds to the transition between the264

Great Basin and the Rocky Mountains, while the right boundary (110◦W ) is close to the265

East limit of the Mz-early Cz thin-skinned thrusting (see Plate 1 in Savage and Shee-266

han (2000)). Our inverted velocity below the Moho is not well constrained due to the267

data sensitivity reduction with depth of Rayleigh waves. Either low-frequency data or268

model prior can help constrain the deep structure better. In Shen and Ritzwoller (2016),269

they also use receiver functions to further constrain the S-wave velocity and the depth270

of crust. Thus we think the model below the Moho obtained by Shen and Ritzwoller (2016)271

is more reliable than ours. Our inversion method is quite different from that used by Shen272

and Ritzwoller (2016) in two major aspects: 1) we use wave-equation based wavefield ex-273
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trapolation while Shen and Ritzwoller (2016) use semi-analytical solutions; 2) we invert274

for 2D/3D models by fitting the dispersion spectra while Shen and Ritzwoller (2016) seek275

1D models that can explain the dispersion curve. Thus, our model above the Moho (in-276

terpreted from the velocity jump) shows more heterogeneity in the Earth as our inver-277

sion assumptions allow for that than the model by Shen and Ritzwoller (2016). The depth278

of Moho interpreted from the velocity jump in our model is not far from the prior model279

used by Shen and Ritzwoller (2016). We can potentially regularize the inverse problem280

better by incorporating more constraints like Love waves and geology priors in the fu-281

ture. Conventional methods (e.g., Shen and Ritzwoller (2016)) are computationally ef-282

ficient and are applicable for relatively simple Earth models. However, the proposed wave-283

equation based method is preferred for investigating heterogeneous regions for its accu-284

rate wavefield extrapolation and it attempts to fit more data attributes (i.e., dispersion285

spectra instead of dispersion curves). We also compare the processed dispersion spec-286

tra of the starting model, inverted model and the observed data in Figures 15a, 15b and287

15c, respectively. The improvements in dispersion spectra fitting indicate that the in-288

verted S-wave velocity model is close to the real Earth. The observed dispersion spec-289

trum (Figure 15c) is also used as a preconditioner in data fitting to stabilize the inverse290

process. We also compared the waveform data and their envelopes in Figure 16. The start-291

ing model has higher velocities than the real Earth, and thus, the initially predicted Rayleigh292

waves travel faster than the observed ones (Figures 16a and 16c). After inversion, the293

inverted S-wave velocity model can predict Rayleigh waves with accurate travel times294

(Figures 16b and 16d). Although the synthetic and measured waveforms do not match295

exactly, their envelopes indicate a reasonable phase fitting. In this example, we simpli-296

fied the problem by ignoring the topography and misalignment of stations, which is valid297

for low-frequency data and the study area.298

6 Discussion299

Snieder (2004) and Tanimoto (2008) pointed out that the crosscorrelation of am-300

bient noise is not equivalent to the Green’s function, but the phase properties are pre-301

served. Thus, the dispersion spectrum inversion, which measures the phase shift between302

traces, is preferred over the waveform inversion for ambient-noise data. The dispersion303

spectrum preserves the kinematic information (phase velocities of Rayleigh waves at dif-304

ferent frequencies) in a simple form compared to waveforms. Using the dispersion spec-305
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Figure 13. The study area, station distribution and features. Stations used in this study are

shown as black triangles.

Figure 14. S-wave velocity models. a) A smoothed version of PREM model as a starting

model; b) The inverted model and c) a reference model from Shen and Ritzwoller (2016). The

starting and inverted models are pure 2D models, while the reference model is interpolated over

stations, which is known as a pseudo-2D model.
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Figure 15. The preconditioned dispersion spectra of a) the initially predicted data, b) the

finally predicted data and c) the measured data. The curvature (f-v relation) rather than the

amplitude fitting improved after inversion. The local-similarity objective function focuses on

matching the curvature attributes, which is more robust in practice.

Figure 16. The waveform comparison between the observed data and a) the initially and b)

finally predicted data and their envelopes in c) and d), respectively. Each trace is normalized by

its norm for better visualization. Not all traces are available in the observed data. The proposed

method improves the arrival time fitting and ignores the waveforms which are usually inaccurate

after ambient-noise interferometry.
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trum as the observed data allows for simple approximations of the complicated wave prop-306

agation in the near-surface, while also accounting for the 2D lateral variations of the sub-307

surface. For example, the objective function aims to match the measured curvature of308

different modes, making it possible to ignore the waveform differences that are caused309

by many factors. Our earlier numerical studies indicate that the estimated S-wave ve-310

locity from fitting the dispersion spectra can also match the waveform data reasonably311

well. The waveform difference may be lower than the noise level in real applications. Seis-312

mic wave amplitudes are influenced by many factors, making it difficult to predict. Thus,313

a local-similarity measurement, which is insensitive to the amplitude difference, is pre-314

ferred over the L2 norm. The source frequency band, instead of the source wavelet, plays315

a vital role in a successful inversion since the comparison is made in the spectra domain.316

The three field examples, despite having quite different scales, show the effectiveness of317

the proposed method. The inversion is still limited by the nature of Rayleigh waves, which318

has limited penetration depth. The estimation of S-wave velocity from surface waves is319

less affected by the inaccurate P-wave velocity and density, which reduces the uncertain-320

ties of the reconstructed velocity model (Ivanov et al., 2016; Zhang & Alkhalifah, 2019b).321

In conventional MASW, people usually pick the f-v curve, which ignores amplitudes322

or other information (e.g., distribution, etc.). We anticipate that the curvature of dis-323

persion modes instead of their amplitude are more useful for S-wave velocity estimation.324

Besides, it is very hard to match the amplitudes in practice (non-reproducible noise, at-325

tenuation, and so on). Thus, we introduced local-similarity to measure the shape of dif-326

ferent modes (Zhang & Alkhalifah, 2019a, 2019b). The local similarity, instead of global327

similarity, is more friendly to data with many arrivals (i.e., different modes). Global sim-328

ilarity (crosscorrelation) will have crosstalk between different modes (i.e., fundamental329

and higher-order modes) since different modes are not orthogonal. The proposed method330

aims to match the slope of arrivals that are measured by the linear Radon transform.331

Consequently, the lateral variations are suppressed by the integral, and thus, the inverted332

velocity has a lower lateral resolution than that resolved by full-waveform inversion. How-333

ever, considering the often present local minima problem in full-waveform inversion, the334

proposed method offers a robust estimation to the subsurface that can be used as a rea-335

sonably good initial model for full-waveform inversion.336

With the development of computational abilities, the wave-equation based imag-337

ing methods reveal the heterogeneous Earth’s interior with high-resolution (Zhu et al.,338
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2012; Lei et al., 2020). The conventionally used semi-analytic approximations or Ray-339

based methods have limited our understanding of the heterogeneity of the Earth. Though340

the 1D Rayleigh wave dispersion inversion is still popular nowadays, it needs a sufficiently341

dense data coverage to handle strong lateral S-wave velocity variations properly (Zigone342

et al., 2015). In our current implementation, we use a regular finite-difference (FD) scheme343

for wavefield extrapolation, which cannot accurately handle the irregular free-surface.344

In the future, more accurate wavefield extrapolation methods (e.g., SPECFEM 3D Globe,345

Komatitsch and Tromp (2002)) could be used.346

7 Conclusions347

We present three examples of Rayleigh-wave dispersion spectrum inversion across348

scale. Their applications verify the effectiveness of the wave equation dispersion spec-349

trum inversion in solving different-scale problems. The main benefit of the algorithm is350

that it provides a robust and labor-free method for 2D/3D S-wave velocity estimation351

using multi-mode Rayleigh waves. The inversion algorithm avoids picking dispersion curves352

and incorporates all the modes observed in the field data. The method, comes under the353

framework of full-waveform inversion, but it is less readily influenced by the local min-354

ima risk. The workflow can easily adapt to conventional elastic FWI by modifying the355

objective function and the adjoint source. There is no specialized requirements for ap-356

plications at different scales. The application of the approach on three lines correspond-357

ing to three different scales demonstrated the effectiveness of the approach. The result-358

ing velocity model agreed well with our expectations and other sources of information359

in the region. The limitation of the proposed method compared to full-waveform inver-360

sion is the relatively lower lateral resolution due to the stacking over traces. The ver-361

tical resolution, which depends on the frequency content of the observed data, is not af-362

fected by the stacking. Thus, the proposed method can provide reasonably good initial363

models for high-frequency full-waveform inversion.364

Appendix A The wave equation dispersion spectrum inversion365

In full-waveform inversion, objective functions intend to measure the mismatch be-366

tween the predicted and observed data. One of the most intuitive measurements is the367
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L2 norm distance, which is given by368

φ(m) =
1

2

∫
s

∫
r

∫
t

(dp(s, r, t,m)− do(s, r, t))2, (A-1)

where dp(s, r, t,m) and do(s, r, t) are predicted and observed data, respectively. m de-369

notes the model parameter, which is, in this paper, Shear-wave velocity. φ(m) measures370

the waveform difference. s, r and t are indexes of time-domain common-shot-gathers,371

which are for source, receiver and time, respectively.372

The widely-used L2 norm objective function suffers from the known cycle-skipping373

problem, which is even worse for dispersive surface waves. Inspired by the success of sur-374

face wave dispersion curve inversions (e.g., MASW), we found that the dispersion spec-375

trum (e.g., f-v spectrum) is less influenced by the cycle-skipping than waveform. The shape376

of the dispersion spectrum retains the kinematic information needed for S-wave recov-377

ery in the near-surface. While the amplitude is influenced by many factors, making it378

difficult to predict by numerical solutions. As a result, we propose to measure the cur-379

vature difference between observed and predicted dispersion spectra. In particular, we380

use the local-crosscorrelation to quantify the difference between the predicted and ob-381

served dispersion spectra. The objective function is given by (Zhang & Alkhalifah, 2019b)382

φ(m) =
1

2

∫
s

∫
f

∫
v

∫
f ′
W (f ′)S2(s, f, v, f ′,m)df ′dvdfds, (A-2)

with383

S(s, f, v, f ′,m) =

∫ F+ 1
2w

F− 1
2w
|Cp(s, f, v,m)||Co(s, f, v, f ′)|df√∫ F+ 1

2w

F− 1
2w
|Cp(s, f, v,m)|2df

√∫ F+ 1
2w

F− 1
2w
|Co(s, f, v, f ′)|2df

, (A-3)

where S(s, f, v, f ′,m) is a local-crosscorrelation function, which quantifies the local-similarity384

(range 0 and 1) between the predicted and observed f-v spectra. Note that the predicted385

and observed data are dispersion spectra in frequency-velocity domain. f and v are the386

available frequency and selected phase-velocity. |Cp(s, f, v,m)| and |Co(s, f, v, f ′)| are387

the predicted and observed Rayleigh-wave dispersion spectra (the amplitude spectrum),388

respectively. The calculation of such spectra will be explained later. f ′ denotes the fre-389

quency extension of the observed spectrum. Here we use trace stretching to calculate the390

phase shift (Mikesell et al., 2015). A typical extension range is f ′ = 0.8 − 1.2. F and391

w denotes the central point and the length of the sliding window, respectively. In prac-392

tice, we use the shaping regularization introduced by Fomel (2007) to perform the cross-393

correlation of the predicted and observed dispersion spectra locally. Unlike the global394
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correlation, the local measurements can suppress crosstalk between neighboring modes395

(the fundamental and higher modes). The penalty function, W (f ′), forces the predicted396

spectrum to be similar to the observed one. Instead of the widely used linear and Gaus-397

sian penalty functions, we use a polynomial function to satisfy the following boundary398

conditions: W |f ′
min

= 0;W |f ′max = 0;W ′|f ′
min

= 0;W ′|f ′max = 0;W |1 = 1;W ′|1 = 0.399

The proposed penalty function is decided by the selected extension range (f ′min, f ′max),400

thus there are fewer parameters to manipulate. More importantly, it reduces to zero smoothly401

at the extension boundaries and thus eliminating discontinuities from the objective func-402

tion.403

The f-v spectrum is calculated using a linear Radon transform (Luo et al., 2008).404

After a temporal Fourier transform of the shot gather, the linear Radon transform can405

be calculated for each temporal frequency component f as:406

C(f, v) =

∫ xmax

xmin

D(f, x)e−
i2πfx
v dx, (A-4)

and its adjoint form is given by407

D(f, x) =

∫ vmax

vmin

C(f, v)e
i2πfx
v dv. (A-5)

D(f, x) denotes the Fourier transform of the common-shot-gathers in the time axis. C(f, v)408

is the complex f-v spectrum. Notice that we use the amplitude spectrum (|C(f, v)|) in409

the objective function (equation A-3) and the corresponding adjoint source (equation410

A-7). xmin and xmax are the minimum and the maximum offsets used for the integra-411

tion, respectively. vmin and vmax are the boundaries of the selected phase velocities for412

integral, which control the stacking slopes of Rayleigh waves at different frequencies. We413

can set a physical range for them that is dependent on the target area.414

The predicted seismic data are calculated by solving a first order elastic wave equa-415

tion, which is given by416

 ρI3 0

0 C−1

∂Ψ

∂t
−

 0 ET

E 0

Ψ− s = 0, (A-6)

where Ψ = (v1, v2, v3, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5, σ6)T is a vector containing three particle veloc-417

ities and six stresses components, E denotes the spatial-differentiation operator, I3 is a418

3 by 3 identity matrix. C represents the stiffness matrix and s denotes the point source419

used for modeling.420
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The gradient for S-wave velocity updating with respect to the objective function421

can be calculated by the chain rule, which is ∂φ(m)
∂m = ∂φ(m)

∂dp(m)
∂dp(m)
∂m , where ∂φ(m)

∂dp(m) is422

the adjoint source and ∂dp(m)
∂m is the Fréchet derivative (Plessix, 2006). The adjoint source423

of the proposed objective function is given by (Zhang & Alkhalifah, 2019b)424

∂φ(m)

∂dp(m)
= <

(
iFFT

(
AdjRadon

(
∂φ(m)

∂|Cp|
∂|Cp|
∂Cp

)))
(A-7)

and425

∂φ(m)
∂|Cp| = (A-8)∫

f ′
W (f ′)S(f, v, f ′,m) |Co(f,v,f ′)|√∫ F+1

2
w

F− 1
2
w
|Cp(f,v,m)|2df

√∫ F+1
2
w

F− 1
2
w
|Co(f,v,f ′)|2df

−
|Cp(f,v,m)|

∫ F+1
2
w

F− 1
2
w
|Cp(f,v,m)||Co(f,v,f ′)|df√∫ F+1

2
w

F− 1
2
w
|Cp(f,v,m)|2dt

3√∫ F+1
2
w

F− 1
2
w
|Co(f,v,f ′)|df

 df ′.

By crosscorrelating of the forward-propagated source wavefield and the backward-426

propagated adjoint-source (equations A-7 and A-8) wavefield, we can calculate the gra-427

dient of the objective function. S-wave velocity is iteratively updated using the Limited-428

memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (l-BFGS) optimization scheme (D. C. Liu429

& Nocedal, 1989), which can be written as430

m = m0 − αH−1g, (A-9)

where H−1 denotes the inverse Hessian which is approximated by the l-BFGS and α is431

the step length used for S-wave velocity updates, which is determined by Wolfe condi-432

tions (Wolfe, 1969):433

φ(mk+1) ≤ φ(mk) + c1αkp
T
k gk, (A-10)

434

pTk gk+1 ≥ c2pTk gk, (A-11)

with pk = −gk for gradient descent and 0 < c1 < c2 < 1.435

The Wolfe conditions have been successfully used in solving waveform inversion prob-436

lems (Métivier & Brossier, 2016; Q. Liu et al., 2019). An acceptable step length should437

decrease the data misfit (the Armijo rule) and the slope (the curvature condition) suf-438

ficiently. Nocedal and Wright (2006) suggested c1 = 10−4 and c2 = 0.9 to obtain suf-439

ficient reductions for quasi-Newton methods. The iteration is terminated when there are440

ten fails in searching for α.441
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